Questionnaire for Distributed Algorithms (182.702)

SS 2021

Your feedback is very important for identifying deficiencies of the course. Please fill in the form thoughtfully — future participants will certainly benefit from your efforts. Thank you!

Content and didactics . . .
The content of the course is
not interesting  so là là  interesting
Which interesting topic has been missing:

The formal-theoretical orientation is
not interesting  so là là  interesting
The chosen method of knowledge transfer and assessment is
not effective  adequate  effective
Suggestion for improvement:

The advance reading of the textbook is
void  neutral  helpful

Presentation . . .
Instructor appears
boring  neutral  elating
Lecture speed is
too slow  appropriate  too fast
Didactics of the lecture is
bad  OK  good
Presentation slides are
cheap  appropriate  elaborate
Mix of slides + blackboard is
not effective  so là là  effective

Organization . . .
The organization of the course is
bad  OK  good
Suggestion for improvement:

Instructor makes you feel appreciated
not at all  neutral  quite so

Personal info . . .
My (professional) main interest:

My current career aspiration:

In this course I learned
nothing  average  much

Resumée . . .
The right of this course to exist in the curriculum is
low  appropriate  high
Compared to other mandatory courses, the effort is
much lower  comparable  much higher
Compared to other mandatory courses, the course is
overall
much worse  comparable  much better
Suggestions/recommendations/complaints:

Thanks for your time!